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     King Dedede is the penguin looking villain of the Kirby games. While him and 
Kirby remain staunch arch-enemies Dedede isn’t actually evil per se, not like 
Ganondorf and Bowser. He is more of a blindly selfish troublemaker than he is a 
truly malevolent entity. Much like Bowser he has shown that he is able to put his 
grudge against Kirby aside so as to fight a great common enemy. 
 
     One good look at Dedede and you will realize that he is a heavyweight type 
character. He uses his large, powerful body and his partly mechanical giant 
mallet to beat down on his foes. Unlike the other heavyweights he is actually 
fairly mobile, able to do many mid-air jumps and even inflate a bit like his enemy 
Kirby, allowing him to float for a short time. This leaves him one of the few 
heavyweights who can recover from being knocked off the stage. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Game Apperances 

Kirby: Squeak Squad - DS����.��..�..2006 
 
Kirby: Canvas Curse – DS��������.2005 
 
Kirby Tilt ‘n’ Tumble – Game Boy Color�...�2001 
 
Kirby 64: The Crystal Shards – N64����.2000 
 
Super Smash Bros. – N64��������.1999 
 
Kirby’s Dream Land 3 – SNES������...1997 
 
Kirby Super Star – SNES��������...1996 
 
Kirby’s Dream Land 2 – Game Boy����..1995 
 
Kirby’s Adventure – NES���������1993 
 
Kirby’s Dream Land – Game Boy�����..1992 
 

 

 

 



King Dedede’s Moves 
 

This is a comprehensive list of all the moves available to this character. They are broken up by 

the type of attack they are with the Smashes and Final Smash getting their own sections. A few 

notes before we begin: 

 

* Red Skills are range dependant – The closer you are, the more damage you do. 

* Blue Skills are range dependant – The farther away you are, the more damage you do. 

* Green Skills can be charged to do more damage. 

 
Ground Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Hammer Whack Attack Button 6% Dedede hits his opponent 

with his hammer. 

Hammer Combo Attack Button x3 (hold 

Attack to continue spin) 

11%+ Hit the foe twice before 

spinning constantly. 

Automated Hammer Combo Attack Button (held) 11%+ Performs the above 

combo autonomously. 

Head Strike Up + Attack 12% An upwards attack that 

hits to both sides too. 

Low Kick Down + Attack 10% Kick foes in the shins. 

 

Walking Hammer Strike Attack (while walking) 6% Dedede swings the 

hammer while moving. 

Dive Attack (while running) 16% Leap into foes and slide 

along the ground. 

Ledge Attack Attack (while hanging) 8% Chase off an enemy who 

is ledge guarding. 

Hammer Bash Grab / Attack button 

repeatedly for attacks 

3%+ Beat your foe with close 

range hammer hits. 

Upward Throw Up + Grab 9% Fling an opponent 

upward to start a combo. 

Ground Pound 

 

Down + Grab 8% Slam foe down and watch 

them slide away. 

Side Toss 

 

Left or Right + Grab 12% Fling your opponents 

away. 

 

 

Airborne Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
High Dive Attack 7-12% Dive into an enemy and 

knock them away. 

Up Hammer Screw Up + Attack 19% A multi-hit upward attack 

that juggles foes. 

Hammer Drop Down + Attack 17% Drop onto a foe and catch 

them with this multi-hit. 

Hammer Slam Toward Opponent + 

Attack 

15% A powerful single swing 

to keep opponents away. 

Rear Kick 

 

Away from Opponent + 

Attack 

9-13% This mule kick doesn’t 

have much knockback. 



Smash Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Hammer Uppercut Up + Attack together 14-19% Smash enemies straight 

up into the air. 

Hammer Twirl Down + Attack together 15-21% Twirling his hammer he 

hits forward and back. 

Charged Hammer Left or Right + Attack 5-33% This insanely powerful 

strike sends foes flying. 

 

 

Special Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Inhale Special Button 10% Suck in a foe and spit 

them back out. 

Super Dedede Jump Up + Special 5-26% Fly up into the air and 

slam down onto foes. 

Jet Hammer Down + Special 11-30% Charge up the hammer 

and slam it into a foe. 

Waddle Dee Throw Left or Right + Special 5-27% Throw one of four 

random items at your foe. 

 

                        
 

Final Smash Damage Description 
Waddle Dee Army 13-89% Summoning an army of minions he sends them 

charging at his foes and devasatating them. 

 

 
 

  



 

Combat Strategies 
For all intents and purposes, Dedede is essentially a heavyweight bruiser with enhanced 

movement capabilities. He isn’t much faster than any of the other big characters but he has more 

than a few air movement abilities that grant him some fairly impressive mobility for a fighter of 

his impressive size. 

 

 - Dedede’s most impressive move is his Charged Hammer. If you fully charge this bad boy up, 

you can hammer as many foes as you can hit for quite a bit of damage. Even better than that due 

to how hard it hits them it’s quite possible that you can send foes with even a low damage percent 

right off the stage. 

 

 - Inhale is more or less worthless, don’t bother with it unless you find yourself seriously under 

fire by an enemy and want to slow him down. Use it to force enemies to jump out of the way of 

your inhaling and then whiff them up into the air. Other than that, give it a pass. 

 

 - If Dedede is knocked out of bounds you have a number of ways to recover back onto the stage. 

One of my favorites is as follows: Like Kirby, Dedede can double jump and float, this should 

help you get back towards the platform that you were knocked off of. When you near the 

platforms carefully aim a Super Dedede Jump, sending you rocketing upwards and then smashing 

back down onto the platforms to safety. Whereas you would normally be vulnerable floating back 

to the platforms you should gain a large boost to safety and speed by doing a Super Dedede Jump. 

 - A fairly cheesy, but effective, method of getting rid of your foes is to lure them near the ledge 

and then side throw behind you and right off the platform. This will send them flying a fair bit 

away. Now while they are out there they will usually try to approach you horizontally to get back 

to the ledge, start throwing Waddle Dees at them to try and make them fall or, better yet, charge 

up a Charge Hammer Strike. Let loose when they get close and they are goners. 

 

 - The Waddle Dee throw is actually fairly useful for a projectile attack. Charge it up and let loose 

to throw one of four random things at foes. The Waddle Dee does little damage but the Waddle 

Doo and Gordo are quite powerful. Lastly he can throw a random item which will work out in 

your favor pretty often. It’s excellent when foes are at a distance. 

 

 - A good combo is to slam your enemy to the floor with a Ground Pound, move forward a bit and 

then use the Jet Hammer. You should be able to charge up just enough to do a total of 25% 

damage with these two hits. 

 

 - If you find yourself having to deal with an enemy who goes airborne too often try using a 

combo of the Head Strike or Hammer Uppercut paired up with an Up Hammer Screw to cause in 

the area of 30% damage and try to convinct them to stop hopping around like a monkey on speed.  

 

 - When moving around try to always keep running. His running Dive attack is actually very 

powerful and it has a good distance on it. Using it you can clear out a whole group of people right 

out of an area with one solid hit. It’s an impressive move that is much stronger and about as fast 

as his Walking Hammer Strike. 
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